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SUMMARY OF THE CASE AND REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
 

Appellant Mark C. Christeson appeals from the constructive denial of his 

right to counsel under 18 U.S.C. §3599 and the denial of an evidentiary hearing 

and his Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b) motion to reopen, on equitable tolling grounds, the 

judgment dismissing his capital federal habeas application as untimely. On March 

4, 2015, Appellant’s case had returned to the Western District of Missouri on 

remand following reversal of this Court’s affirmance of the denial of conflict-free 

counsel under §3599. Christeson v. Roper, 135 S.Ct. 891 (2015) (per curiam). On 

December 13, 2016, this Court granted a certificate of appealability on three issues 

and ordered briefing to commence on January 23, 2017. On December 22, 2016, 

the Court granted Appellee’s motion to expedite this appeal on the basis of the 

Missouri Supreme Court’s October 12, 2016 order to execute Appellant on January 

31, 2017—entered during the pendency of this appeal and two months before this 

Court’s December 13 COA grant—and thereupon revised the briefing schedule to 

require the present opening brief by January 3, 2017 and full briefing by January 

20, 2017.  

Due to the complex procedural history and factual and legal issues presented 

in this appeal, coupled with the compressed briefing schedule, Appellant 

respectfully requests oral argument of thirty minutes per side. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
 

Appellant Mark C. Christeson is under sentence of death pursuant to a 

Missouri state court judgment. 28 U.S.C. §2254 has permitted Appellant to petition 

the district court for a writ of habeas corpus and 18 U.S.C. §3599 has entitled him 

to conflict-free counsel in such proceedings and thereafter. Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 60(b) and upon remand from this Court on March 4, 2015, Appellant moved the 

Western District of Missouri to reopen his federal habeas application. (A000006). 

The district court’s judgment and order on March 8, 2016 denied this motion 

(ADD000001). Appellant timely noticed his appeal on June 14, 2016 (Doc. 156), 

and on August 16, 2016 timely submitted an application for a certificate of 

appealability (COA) under 28 U.S.C. §2253 and a briefing schedule for his appeal 

as of right of the denial of counsel under §3599. This Court granted a COA and 

entered an initial briefing schedule on December 13, 2016. On December 22, 2016, 

the Court then granted Appellee’s motion to expedite the appeal and ordered the 

opening brief and appendix due January 3, 2017. The Court has appellate 

jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§1291, 2253.  
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
 
1. Did the district court deny Mr. Christeson’s statutory right to counsel? 
 

18 U.S.C. §3599 
Christeson v. Roper, 135 S.Ct. 891 (2015) (per curiam) 
Martel v. Clair, 132 S.Ct. 1276 (2012) 
Edwards v. Roper, 688 F.3d 449 (8th Cir. 2012) 

 
2. Is Mr. Christeson entitled to an evidentiary hearing to develop the record 

relating to grounds for equitable tolling in order to reopen his habeas 
application?  

 
Crawford v. Norris, 363 Fed. Appx. 428 (8th Cir. 2010) 
Newton v. Kemna, 354 F.3d 776 (8th Cir. 2004) 
Grady v. United States, 269 F.3d 913 (8th Cir. 2001) 

 
3. Has Mr. Christeson filed a timely motion under Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 60(b)? 
 
Christeson v. Roper, 135 S.Ct. 891 (2015) (per curiam) 
Gonzalez v. Crosby, 545 U.S. 524 (2005) 
Watkins v. Lundell, 169 F.3d 540, 544 (8th Cir. 1999) 

 
4. Has Mr. Christeson demonstrated extraordinary circumstances to justify 

equitable tolling of the statute of limitations and reopening of the judgment? 
 

Mohammed v. Sullivan, 866 F.2d 258 (8th Cir. 1989) 
Pace v. DiGuglielmo, 544 U.S. 408 (2005) 
Holland v. Florida, 560 U.S. 631 (2010) 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
 

For the third time, Mr. Christeson comes before this Court due to violations 

of his right under 18 U.S.C. §3599 to qualified, conflict-free counsel to provide 

meaningful assistance for constitutional review of his death sentence. 

Notwithstanding the persistent denial of his right to meaningful representation, 

profound questions as to the constitutionality of Missouri’s judgment have 

emerged but remain obscured from judicial review.1  

During its wave of nearly monthly executions from late 2013 to fall 2015 

carrying out 18 death sentences, Mr. Christeson was the only man for whom the 

State of Missouri secured an execution warrant despite the complete denial of 

federal court review of his 1999 prosecution (commenced when he was 18 years 

old).2 Appellant’s original appointed counsel untimely filed his federal habeas 

                                         

1 These questions are based merely on investigation conducted in relation to the 
procedural default by his prior counsel. To date, Mr. Christeson has obtained no 
direct and dedicated investigation to develop these prospective constitutional 
claims, let alone litigate them, yet clear bases for constitutional relief have 
emerged.  
2 Appellant received only the veneer of state review. His trial judge was no longer 
a Missouri judge after losing his re-election bid following Appellant’s 1999 
conviction. Yet, the Missouri Supreme Court appointed Mr. Darnold as a “Senior 
Judge” for the single purpose of presiding over Appellant’s post-conviction 
motion. Darnold disposed of Appellant’s Rule 29.15 motion by signing and 
dating—without editing—a 170-page order entirely drafted by the Attorney 
General’s Office. Id. Appellant’s state post-conviction review was flawed to the 
point of vitiating any federal deference warranted by the fundamental principle of 
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petition on August 5, 2005, missing the one-year deadline by 117 days. Christeson 

v. Roper, No. 07-1905 (8th Cir.). On March 4, 2015—nearly ten years after the 

2005 deadline for his petition—this Court remanded Mr. Christeson’s case to the 

Western District of Missouri pursuant to the Supreme Court’s January 20, 2015 

opinion granting certiorari and reversing, by a 7-to-2 vote, this Court’s October 24, 

2014 order affirming the district court’s denial of the substitution of conflict-free 

counsel in order to litigate reopening his habeas case pursuant to Federal Rule 

60(b). Christeson v. Roper, 135 S.Ct. 891 (2015) (per curiam). In order to consider 

that certiorari petition, on the night of October 28, 2014 the Supreme Court stayed 

Mr. Christeson’s execution set for midnight. Christeson v. Roper, No. 14A445 

(U.S.).  

Upon remand from this Court on March 4, 2015, the district court terminated 

prior habeas counsel, appointed the undersigned attorneys, and ordered submission 

of a budget for Rule 60(b) proceedings. Christeson v. Roper, No. 4:04-cv-8004-

DW (Doc. 110). These proceedings were to concern grounds for equitable tolling 

of Mr. Christeson’s time-barred petition based on (i) his severe cognitive 

impairments and trauma the Supreme Court noted “lead him to rely entirely on his 

                                                                                                                                   

comity. Jefferson v. Upton, 560 U.S. 284, 287 (2010). Despite being patently 
unworthy of federal deference, no federal review, deferential or otherwise, has 
happened due to original counsel’s procedural default.  
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attorneys,” Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 893, and (ii) the “serious instances of attorney 

misconduct,” id. at 894, quoting Holland v. Florida, 560 U.S. 631, 651-52 (2010), 

manifested in the actions of his prior habeas counsel.  

On April 29, 2015, the district court ruled on the budget proposed by 

undersigned counsel, denying, without explanation, the $161,000 sought, and 

instead granting, with explicit emphasis, the court “approve[d] a total budget of 

$10,000 for the investigation, preparation, filing, and briefing of a Rule 60(b) 

motion.” (ADD000025-26) (emphasis in original). The district court’s budget order 

left open the possibility of further funding contingent upon an evidentiary hearing. 

Id. After counsel’s extensive submissions in support of its Rule 60(b) filings, the 

district court’s March 8, 2016 order and judgment denied the motion and, along 

with it, the requested evidentiary hearing. (ADD000001). Appellant’s present brief 

is in support of the appeal from that order and judgment. (Id.).  

In the wake of the district court’s March 8, 2016 denial, the State of 

Missouri once again sought Mr. Christeson’s execution, so moving the Missouri 

Supreme Court on March 18, 2016—even before Appellant concluded Rule 59(e) 

proceedings in the district court, let alone noticed his appeal and applied in this 

Court for a certificate of appealability (COA).  

On April 5, 2016, Petitioner timely filed his Rule 59(e) Motion To Alter 

Judgment And Authorize Resources For Renewed Rule 60(b)(6) Motion 
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(A000768), which was denied on June 13, 2016. (A000785). On June 14, 2016, 

Mr. Christeson noticed this appeal challenging all aspects of the district court’s 

March 8, 2016 order and judgment, including the denial of funding and, thereby, 

right to counsel. (Doc. 156).  

On August 16, 2016, Appellant timely filed his application for a COA and 

briefing schedule for his appeal as of right from the district court’s constructive 

denial of his right to counsel, which was accompanied by three amici briefs in 

support. 3  In September 2016, Appellee twice obtained extensions for filing 

suggestions in opposition to Appellant’s application.  

On October 12, 2016, the Missouri Supreme Court ordered Mr. Christeson’s 

execution for January 31, 2017.4 Two months later, on December 13, 2016, this 

Court granted a COA and initially set the briefing to commence on January 23, 

                                         

3 See Brief of Amicus Curiae American Bar Association in Support of Petitioner, 
8/16/16; Amicus brief of Roderick and Solange MacArthur Justice Center, 
National Association for Public Defense, National Legal Aid and Defender 
Association, and National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, 8/18/16; 
Amicus brief of Former Federal and State Judges in support of petitioner, 8/21/16. 
4 On October 14, 2016, Mr. Christeson moved the Missouri Supreme Court to 
reconsider its ultra vires warrant entered during the pendency of the appeal in this 
Court and contrary to its own rule, Mo. Rule 30.30(c). Mr. Christeson 
simultaneously sought the appointment, under Mo. Rule 68.03, of a special master 
to take discovery and consider the ex parte communications between the Missouri 
Supreme Court and the Missouri Attorney General’s Office concerning the setting 
of execution dates.  The State’s opposition to this motion on October 24, 2016, 
then tacitly admitted the ex parte channel of communication it possesses in 
coordinating and determining when executions are ordered.  
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2017. On December 15, 2016, Appellee moved to expedite the appeal based on the 

Missouri Supreme Court’s execution warrant.  

On December 22, 2016, the Court granted the motion to expedite and set the 

current briefing schedule directing Appellant to file his brief and the appendix in 

five business days (between Christmas and New Year’s), by January 3, 2017. The 

following day, on December 23, Appellant moved for en banc reconsideration of 

that order and in support of that motion, the aforementioned amici groups also filed 

letters with the Court, including one from the President of the American Bar 

Association, reiterating their respective interests in this appeal—which they had 

taken the extraordinary step to support prior to the issuance of the COA—and the 

expedited schedule’s preemption of their ability to submit supporting briefs. The 

Court did not rule on the December 23 motion and thus Appellant has filed the 

present brief.  
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
 

Cognizant of the showing Mr. Christeson would need to make through the 

substitution of conflict-free counsel and upon his return to the lower federal courts, 

the Supreme Court spoke to the premises for reopening his time-barred petition. 

Mr. Christeson would need to evince (i) his severe cognitive impairments and 

trauma that the Supreme Court noted “lead him to rely entirely on his attorneys,” 

Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 893, and (ii) the “serious instances of attorney 

misconduct,” id. at 894, quoting Holland v. Florida, 560 U.S. 631, 651-52 (2010), 

manifested in the actions of his prior habeas counsel’s apparent abandonment and 

years of sustained deceit thereafter.  

Upon their March 17, 2015 appointment—and the simultaneous termination 

of the prior habeas counsel who had been counsel of record in the district court 

since 2004—undersigned counsel set out to meet their significant evidentiary 

burdens for equitable tolling of 28 U.S.C. §2244(d)(1), filing two weeks later their 

proposed budget for the funding of counsel’s time and, crucially, Appellant’s 

resources for experts and specialists. 

By its April 29, 2015 order (ADD000025), the district court established that 

the Supreme Court’s reversal of its 2014 denial of Mr. Christeson’s substitution of 

counsel would be honored nominally rather than materially. As set forth herein, the 

court entertained Appellant’s extensive briefing substantiating funding needs in 
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excess of $161,000. The court denied the figure as excessive, declining to offer any 

explanation in relation to any of the five discrete categories of Appellant’s funding 

needs. In response to the gestural funding authorization of 1/16 of the substantiated 

need, Appellant’s counsel carried out in excess of a thousand hours of time—time 

which remains uncompensated—investigating and substantiating the material 

necessary for experts to speak to the decisive facet of Mr. Christeson’s litigation, 

viz., his capacity for diligence in the face of betrayal and years of sustained deceit 

from his prior counsel. Appellant’s counsel also secured provisional reports from 

experts who, if funded, would be able to present evidence as to the capacity 

question at the center of the litigation on remand.  

On August 28, 2015, Appellant timely filed his Rule 60(b) motion 

extensively substantiating grounds for an evidentiary hearing. (A000006). While 

the district court’s foregoing budget order offered the prospect of funding for an 

evidentiary hearing upon a substantial showing in Appellant’s motion 

(ADD000026), the court denied his repeated request for a hearing, opting to 

sidestep the unequivocal terms of the Supreme Court’s remand as though the Court 

had not contemplated at that time the explicitly presented theory of Mr. 

Christeson’s equitable tolling case nor explicitly ruled that further proceedings 

would not be futile. Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 895. The district court’s cursory and 
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erroneous order underscores Appellant’s right to further fact development and a 

hearing.  
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ARGUMENT 

THE DISTRICT COURT’S BUDGET ORDER DENIED APPELLANT 
THE REQUISITE RESOURCES, ESPECIALLY FOR EXPERTS AND 
SPECIALISTS, TO FULLY DEVELOP AND PRESENT GROUNDS 
FOR EQUITABLE TOLLING  

 Background   A.

As directed by the district court, counsel submitted a proposed budget 

outlining the expected fees and costs necessary for the competent development of a 

Rule 60(b) Motion. (A001082). Pursuant to the Supreme Court’s opinion, 

preparation of the 60(b) Motion required counsel to develop two separate elements: 

the serious misconduct of prior counsel and Mr. Christeson’s capacity for 

diligence. As to both facets, counsel requested funds for attorney and investigator 

time. As to the latter, counsel requested funds to secure the expert services critical 

for assessing Mr. Christeson’s cognitive and psychological impairments and their 

consequences for his ability to protect his interests and rights. (See ADD000025).  

First, counsel requested funds to obtain a full neuropsychological battery of 

Mr. Christeson. Id. Neuropsychology studies the relationship between the brain 

and behavior. Behavioral deficits, such as those observed in Mr. Christeson, 

including failure to meet developmental milestones and impaired scholastic, 

occupational and/or social functioning may suggest compromised brain anatomy or 

neurophysiology.  
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Upon meeting with Mr. Christeson, undersigned counsel immediately 

observed he exhibited impairments. (Doc. 62 at 21-22).  Prior habeas counsel had 

apparently also initially recognized such impairments, apparently on advice of state 

post-conviction counsel. In their initial budget, filed on July 28, 2004, they had 

requested, and received, funding for a neuropsychological evaluation of Appellant. 

(Doc. 8). However, they inexplicably failed to contact a neuropsychologist (or any 

expert or investigator) prior to filing the initial, late habeas petition. In addition to 

counsel’s observations, a partial neuropsychological battery, conducted in 2014, 

(See A000107) revealed significant deficits in memory, comprehension, and 

intellectual functioning and indicated the need for a full neuropsychological 

battery. 

The partial battery also revealed Appellant had a Full Scale IQ of 745, 

placing him in the fourth percentile of the population.”6 Such an IQ score would 

certainly impact his ability to communicate with his counsel and navigate the 

procedural complexities of habeas corpus. Thus, counsel requested funding for Dr. 

Dale Watson, a forensic neuropsychologist with over 28 years of experience.  

                                         

5 The scores contained herein have been normed or adjusted for the Flynn effect, 
which refers to “overly high scores due to out-of-date test norms.” (A000109). 
6  Taken in conjunction with his special education records, Mr. Christeson may be 
legally Intellectually Disabled, and thus legally excluded from execution. 
However, counsel have not been granted the resources to properly investigate and 
develop this claim.  
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Additionally, to assess the full extent of Appellant’s limited IQ and 

cognitive deficits, counsel requested funding to obtain the services of an expert in 

the areas of intellectual disabilities. Dr. James Patton was an intellectual 

disabilities forensics specialist with 43 years of experience working in the field of 

intellectual/educational disabilities The work of intellectual disabilities specialist, 

like Dr. Patton, would incorporate observational evidence reflecting Mr. 

Christeson’s abilities in conceptual, practical and social domains, also known as 

“adaptive functioning.” 7  Given his low IQ, understanding Mr. Christeson’s 

adaptive functioning would be critical to assessing his ability to diligently assert 

his rights in a legal context.  

Counsel requested the assistance of these experts in order to assess Mr. 

Christeson’s impairments and limitations, and evaluate his capacity—in the face of 

attorneys who abandoned and deceived him—to diligently pursue his rights.  

 The District Court Deprived Funding Adequate To Give Effect To B.
Appellant’s Statutory Right To Meaningful Representation 

As the Fifth Circuit has recently explained, federal courts must apply §3599 

so that the contemplated right to counsel is, in fact, “meaningful” at least to the 

extent the petitioner may have his interests and particular claims presented and 

                                         

7 “Adaptive behavior/functioning refers to a person’s ability to deal with the 
everyday demands of life.” (A000090). 
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advocated. See Battaglia v. Stephens, 824 F.3d 470, 475 (5th Cir. 2016) (staying 

execution to permit appointment of counsel to develop incompetency claim). On 

this remand, the Budget Order (ADD000025), denied, in effect, Mr. Christeson’s 

statutory right to counsel. This constructive denial resulted from the court’s 

authorization of a small fraction of the proposed budget for preparation and 

presentation of the Rule 60(b) Motion. (Id.). The district court did not remedy this 

constructive denial before denying the Rule 60(b) Motion. Specifically, Appellant 

repeatedly sought an evidentiary hearing to secure the opportunity to develop and 

present further evidence of the matters under contemplation in the remanded 

proceedings. (A000082, A000743). In issuing the grossly inadequate Budget 

Order, the district court did explicitly contemplate granting an evidentiary hearing 

upon an initial showing to justify such further proceedings. (ADD000026, n.1). 

However, its cursory denial ignored much of the evidence actually presented. The 

court’s eventual rationale relating to its funding decisions is set forth below. 

1.   Budget Order 

In relation to the appointment of Mr. Christeson’s current counsel upon 

remand from this Court, the district court again frustrated Appellant’s statutory 

right to counsel and, consequently, the Supreme Court’s ruling. Compare Wilbur v. 

City of Mount Vernon, 989 F.Supp. 2d 1122, 1124 (W.D. Wash. 2013) (finding 

systemic deprivation of counsel due to municipal policymakers’ “deliberate 
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choices regarding the funding, contracting, and monitoring of the public defense 

system,” and ordering increased resources for indigent defense services from 

municipalities).8  

Per the court’s order, on March 31, 2015, undersigned counsel filed 

extensive budget briefing (A001082), ex parte and under seal (A0001082). The 

briefing detailed the particular need for various experts and investigations, in 

addition to the need for counsel to conduct the litigation. (A001082). Though the 

court, on April 20, 2015, granted as unopposed the motion to proceed ex parte and 

under seal, on April 29, 2015, the district court entered its order on the proposed 

budget in the public docket, unceremoniously disclosing all categories of the 

itemized budget and their corresponding amounts reflecting the general substance 

of the confidential information that the court had ruled was appropriate for 

consideration ex parte and sealed. (ADD000025). 

The Budget Order revealed the total requested amount of “approximately 

$161,000” and enumerated the request for attorney and paralegal fees, a mitigation 

                                         

8 The Missouri Supreme Court also recently faced this concern from a 
systemic standpoint in the Missouri State Public Defender System’s crisis of 
resources and held that “a judge may not appoint counsel when the judge is aware 
that, for whatever reason, counsel is unable to provide effective representation to a 
defendant.” Missouri Pub. Defender Comm’n v. Waters, 370 S.W.3d 592, 607 
(Mo. 2012).  
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investigator, a neuropsychologist, a neuroimaging analyst, and an intellectual 

disabilities specialist. (Id.) 

The district court denied the requested amount as excessive but, with 

typographical emphasis, “approve[d] a total budget of $10,000 for the 

investigation, preparation, filing, and briefing of a Rule 60(b) Motion.” 

(ADD000026) (emphasis in original.)9 For further clarity, the court specified that 

this “$10,000 includes any and all attorney/paralegal fees, any and all 

expert/specialist fees, expenses, and costs.” (Id.) The flat figure was less than 1/16 

of the amounts advanced in Appellant’s reasoned budget filing.  

In a footnote, the district court also explained that, “‘[a]fter the [Rule 60(b)] 

motion briefing . . . if the Court orders an Evidentiary Hearing relating to issues of 

                                         

9 The district court cited In re Carlyle, 644 F.3d 694, 699-700 (8th Cir. 
2011) (Riley, C.J.); Rojem v. Workman, 655 F.3d 1199, 1202 (10th Cir. 2011). In 
re Carlyle is perhaps sui generis in our jurisprudence. In reviewing a Criminal 
Justice Act voucher of a §3599 attorney (Ms. Carlyle) that the district court 
(Whipple, J.) had dramatically reduced in relation to clemency proceedings 
(wherein Governor Nixon granted clemency to a condemned man, see Clay v. 
Bowersox, Case No. 11-8016, ID 3804863 (8th Cir. Jun. 6, 2011)), Chief Justice 
Riley converted into an appeal the CJA attorney’s letter query about her voucher. 
This appeal did not obtain any further briefing before publication of the resulting 
opinion wherein the Chief Judge offered that the “CJA does not confer appellate 
jurisdiction over Carlyle’s appeal. As others have recognized, the non-adversarial 
nature of the CJA voucher process, which is wholly ex parte, evidences an 
administrative act not a judicial decision.” In re Carlyle, 644 F.3d at 699 (citing 
United States v. French, 556 F.3d 1091, 1093 (10th Cir. 2009), citing others)). In 
contrast, the funding determinations currently at bar do not raise any issue of non-
payment of vouchers. 
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the Rule 60(b) Motion, then Petitioner shall submit a Proposed Evidentiary 

Hearing Budget within fourteen (14) days of the order.” (Id. at 2, n.1, citing Doc. 

120, at ¶4.) The district court, when it denied relief, also denied Appellant’s 

request for an evidentiary hearing (ADD000020-21), thus resolving the question of 

whether the initial funding deprivation would be remedied by the recognition that 

Appellant’s submissions with the Rule 60(b) Motion more than justified the 

granting of a hearing and, with that, authorization for greater funding to engage 

experts and specialists and otherwise provide resources for Mr. Christeson’s 

representation. 

In rejecting Appellant’s proposed budget, the district court ignored the 

proffered reasons for the specified experts and specialists as well as the detailed 

explication of the need to “investigate and file a Rule 60(b) Motion.” Christeson, 

135 S. Ct. at 895. The “total” figure, a flat $10,000, was set absent any reasoning 

as to the district court’s arrival at that amount as adequate to ensure that Mr. 

Christeson receives the representation and resources contemplated under the statute 

and the high Court’s remand.10  See 18 U.S.C. §3599; Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 895; 

                                         

10 As a reference point, §3599 statutorily guarantees up to $7,500 for costs 
“for investigative, expert, and other reasonably necessary services” in connection 
with counsel’s appointed representation under that section. 18 U.S.C. §3599(g)(2). 
Counsel must obtain court authorization for costs exceeding $7,500, which is 
routinely granted in federal courts throughout the country. As discussed in Mr. 
Christeson’s proposed budget, the investigator and expert costs needed to develop 
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see also Clair, 132 S.Ct. 1276. The district court failed to explain which resources 

were excessive or unnecessary and why. Unfortunately, in light of the court’s 

order, the funding in question has dictated whether Mr. Christeson, through his 

counsel, may have a meaningful chance to overcome the duly noted, “host of 

procedural obstacles to having a federal court consider his habeas petition.” 

Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 895.  

The Supreme Court contemplated that Mr. Christeson’s motion would be 

challenging, even assuming the availability of adequate resources. For the 

undersigned, allocating patently inadequate funding provides only a Hobson’s 

choice masking the constructive denial of his statutory right to counsel. See Clair, 

                                                                                                                                   

Mr. Christeson’s bases for equitable tolling far outstrip that default figure. But 
applying that $7,500 against the district court’s $10,000 “total” budget 
authorization would leave $2,500 for attorney expenses or fees. At the then 
applicable Criminal Justice Act rate of $180/hour, using all of the remaining 
$2,500 for fees would permit less than fourteen (14) attorney hours for the district 
court litigation. In the district court’s order denying the motion and, with it, the 
request for an evidentiary hearing, the court faulted undersigned counsel for not 
seeking reconsideration of the budget authorization or an interlocutory appeal. 
(ADD000020). However, in light of the Budget Order’s explicit forecasting of 
augmented funding upon the granting of an evidentiary hearing, a sufficient 
showing—such as the one actually made in these proceedings—should have 
engaged that provision in the Budget Order and effectively resolved the issue, 
albeit inefficiently. More to the point, the emphasis with which the court ordered 
“a total budget of $10,000” for all fees and costs associated with the entire work-up 
did not suggest that the court needed more proof, beyond the extensive briefing 
initially submitted with the proposed budget, in order to correct its position on this 
matter. Nonetheless, the denial of the Rule 60(b) Motion ripened this matter for 
appellate review.  
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132 S.Ct. at 1283. The district court’s lumping of all funding into one flat sum and 

failure to differentiate and explain its ruling relating to attorneys’ fees, costs, and 

most critically, expert services, abdicated the judicial role. (A000013-21). 

2. Denial of Rule 60(b) Motion 

In denying the Rule 60(b) Motion, the district court further explained why 

reconsideration of the Budget Order would have been unavailing. In the court’s 

view “no amount of money would change the fact that original counsel simply 

miscalculated AEDPA’s one-year deadline.” (Id.). The district court’s unwavering 

position here is at odds with the law of the case and with the record of original 

counsel’s conduct. Among other facts, original counsel’s failure to meet or 

otherwise have any initial contact with Mr. Christeson for more than a year after 

the motion for their appointment does not support the view that they were 

calculating deadlines (with wild inaccuracy or otherwise) instead of interviewing 

their client and taking even the first substantial steps in his case. Christeson, 135 

S.Ct. at 893. 

The district court’s decision specifies the length of Mr. Christeson’s motion 

and reply (“77 pages” and “49 pages”, respectively) and that the pleadings include 

“numerous facts and arguments about Christeson’s family history and his alleged 

mental impairments, and are accompanied by numerous declarations and exhibits.” 
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(ADD000021.) 11  In effect, this is used rhetorically to justify withholding 

meaningful funding from Mr. Christeson but the point demonstrates the necessity 

for adequate resources in order to deliver for the kind of evidence necessary to 

determine the equitable tolling issues that precipitated the remand of the case in the 

first place. Further, the court has otherwise completely elided the substance and 

implications of the record developed by counsel in their de facto pro bono role 

under their nominal appointment. The decision completely ignores the substance of 

the declarations by several experts explaining the considerable issues apparent, at 

first blush—and at first blush only because funding was unavailable to retain and 

instruct these experts—and that warrant full exploration.  

The district court deemed “risible” the argument that funding at less than 

1/16 the amount estimated for investigative and expert services alone (viz., 

excluding any attorney time), does not satisfy Mr. Christeson’s right to 

representation. (Id.). The court’s appointment of conflict-free counsel and order of 

token funding has fulfilled Mr. Christeson’s statutory right in name only in this 

capital habeas case in which the prior counsel of record—appointed for nearly 

eleven years before their Supreme Court-caused termination—entirely ignored 

                                         

11 The court’s position essentially penalizes counsel for upholding their ethical 
obligations and zealously advocating for their client, despite the denial of 
resources. 
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investigation or expert evaluation. The Budget Order firmly ensured that Mr. 

Christeson would continue to receive no specialist or expert assistance despite the 

unambiguous purpose of this remand to develop and present for adjudication the 

extent and equitable implications of Mr. Christeson’s “severe cognitive 

impairments.” Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 892.  

The district court has been recalcitrant in the face of the Supreme Court’s 

rebuke, having now denied, in effect, what it had repeatedly expressly denied in its 

rulings prior to the high Court’s stay of execution on October 28, 2014. The 

question of whether the Court is perpetuating the deprivation of Mr. Christeson’s 

right to counsel is not laughable, however, as the decision has submitted.  

The court’s decision is far from humorous in faulting undersigned counsel’s 

self-help in the manner of personally investigating, over the course of many 

hundreds of unfunded hours, the client’s personal and family history that would 

provide the requisite foundation for the proper evaluation and reporting of Mr. 

Christeson’s capacity in relation to the applicable equitable tolling analysis. 

Instead, the decision points to counsel’s actions to justify the court’s wholesale 

deprivation of adequate funding.   

At bottom, the Supreme Court recognized that the remanded proceedings 

would not be “futile” – futility would have obviated any need for conflict-free 

counsel. 135 S.Ct. at 895, citing Clair, 132 S.Ct. at 1288-89. Had the Supreme 
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Court taken a dim view of the Rule 60(b) undertaking currently at bar, it could 

have disposed of the case in late October 2014 without halting the State of 

Missouri on the eve of its scheduled execution and then, months later, summarily 

reversing this Court.  

Mr. Christeson has been denied resources for experts to conduct the work 

indispensable to the Supreme Court’s remand. What is more, the district court used 

his counsel’s efforts (i.e., many hundreds of unfunded hours of investigation and 

research and writing), to attempt to overcome this obstruction by substantiating the 

need for these resources as argument that the district court had not deprived him of 

his federal statutory right. This rationale is not merely circular; it is captious. 

  The District Court Denial of Funding Violated 18 U.S.C. §3599(f)  C.

Under §3599(f), the district court must supply adequate funding for 

“investigative, expert, or other services” to assist counsel when, as here, such 

resources are demonstrated to be “reasonably necessary.” Edwards v. Roper, 688 

F.3d 449, 462 (8th Cir. 2012). “In general, this means that an expert should be 

appointed when a substantial question exists over an issue requiring expert 

testimony for its resolution and the [petitioner]’s position cannot be fully 

developed without professional assistance.” Matthews v. White, 807 F.3d 756, 760 

(6th Cir. 2015).  

In Edwards, the Court held that the district court did not abuse its discretion 
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in denying a habeas petitioner funding for a “mental evaluation,” as counsel 

provided insufficient evidence to create an issue that such a generally described 

evaluation would resolve. 688 F.3d at 462.  Counsel sought a competency hearing 

but provided just their doubts about their client’s mental condition. Id. By contrast, 

undersigned counsel have produced considerable argument and evidence that 

Appellant may satisfy the two elements of equitable tolling and that specific 

investigative and expert services are necessary to resolve these issues. 

In Matthews, the Sixth Circuit held the district court had abused its 

discretion in denying funding for a neuropsychiatric expert. 807 F.3d. at 763. The 

district court had articulated an incorrect reason for denying funding that, on 

review, the Sixth Circuit vacated. Id. at 761-64.  

In Appellant’s case, the district court hinged its denial on a faulty view that 

“no amount of money would change the fact that original counsel simply 

miscalculated AEDPA’s one-year deadline.” (ADD000020). Apart from the 

court’s concession that investigative and expert funding could lead to the 

establishment of Appellant’s incapacity for diligence, the district court’s reasoning 

blindly credited prior counsel’s post hoc rationalizations to cover its abandonment-

-rationalizations that the Supreme Court has already completely discredited as self-

serving. Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 895. In denying funding sufficient for counsel to 
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accomplish the purposes of the Supreme Court’s remand, the district court abused 

its discretion.  

MR. CHRISTESON IS ENTITLED TO AN EVIDENTIARY 
HEARING.  

The district court summarily disposed of Mr. Christeson’s Rule 60(b) 

Motion, and all of the evidence in support, without holding a hearing or allocating 

the resources necessary to properly develop the factually intensive issues at hand. 

At the heart of the Rule 60(b) Motion were two factual inquiries: a) whether 

counsel’s abandonment and fraud constituted extraordinary circumstances and b) 

whether Mr. Christeson, in consideration of his significant impairments, was 

capable of diligence. Appellant requested a hearing at which to litigate these two 

contested, factual questions and, in support, submitted 700 pages of documentary 

evidence, including contemporaneous records, witness declarations, and 

preliminary expert reports.  

The district court treated these factual inquiries summarily, glossing over 

disputed material facts; making improper credibility findings, without the benefit 

of adversarial testing or a hearing; and failing to consider the majority of the 

evidence presented by Mr. Christeson. Several issues of material fact entitle Mr. 

Christeson to a hearing. This Court should so remand.  
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Procedural History  

As set forth above, upon remand, the district court appointed undersigned 

counsel, but refused to grant adequate fact-finding tools to permit counsel to 

develop the critical issues relating to equitable tolling. The district court made 

funding contingent upon a hearing, then declined to grant a hearing. Despite the 

constructive denial of representation due to the district court’s funding deprivation 

(supra), counsel made the requisite showing for an evidentiary hearing. This Court 

should remand for a hearing.    

A. Despite The Constructive Denial Of Counsel Chiefly Due To The 
Denial Of Indispensable Experts And Specialists, Appellant 
Submitted Ample Evidence Meeting the Threshold Standard For 
An Evidentiary Hearing 

Despite the denial of a hearing, Appellant was able, through lay and expert 

witness affidavits as well as contemporaneous life history records, to establish that 

he suffers from severe cognitive and psychological impairments. Taken together, 

the documentary evidence submitted with the Rule 60(b) Motion establishes that 

Mr. Christeson suffered from impairments that crippled his capacity for diligence, 

per Holland v. Florida, in the face of his attorneys’ abandonment. Those 

impairments, as the Supreme Court noted based on only preliminary information 

gathered while Mr. Christeson was under an execution warrant, “lead him to rely 

entirely on his attorneys.” Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 893. At the very least, they met 
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the threshold standard entitling him to a hearing and triggering the court’s 

provisional funding order.  

a. Appellant Proffered Neuropsychological Testing And 
Analysis Along With Records Documenting Childhood And 
Family Delay Establishing Impairment.  

Appellant has proffered ample evidence establishing significant 

neuropsychological impairment in support of his request for a full 

neuropsychological battery and a hearing. Counsel obtained a preliminary report 

from Dr. Dale Watson, for whom they had requested and been denied funding. 

Based on a preliminary review of the 2014 limited neuropsychological battery, as 

well as records pertaining to Mr. Christeson and his family, Dr. Watson found that 

Mr. Christeson was “impaired in a range of areas”, including attention and 

memory, with an IQ in the potentially intellectually disabled range. (A000115-

16). Though he found that a full neuropsychological battery and adaptive deficit 

assessment was necessary to fully answer the present inquiry (A000114), his 

findings readily met the threshold standard for an evidentiary hearing and entitled 

him to funding, per the district court’s own order. (ADD000001-2).   

The limited neuropsychological testing established that Mr. Christeson 

suffers from debilitating neurological impairments inhibiting his capacity to 

diligently pursue his rights. Preliminary testing revealed an IQ score of 74, placing 

him in the fourth percentile in the population and demonstrating deficits in general 
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intellectual functioning.12 His verbal comprehension and working memory are 

between one and two standard deviations below other same-aged peers on 

normative tests and rating scales. His scores in perceptual reasoning and 

processing speed are one standard deviation below the norm. (A000111). Dr. 

Watson found that Mr. Christeson’s IQ score of 74 manifests a “difficulty 

understanding and processing information.” (Id.). Thus, even had his prior counsel 

not actively worked to deceive him, it is still quite unlikely that he possessed the 

intellectual capacity to understand what was happening in his case and process the 

implications.  

Academic subtests reflect exactly the kind of impairments to be expected in 

an individual with so low an IQ score. Comprehension subtests underscored Mr. 

Christeson’s inability to understand and process the written word. (A000113). Mr. 

Christeson scored 81 in the Sentence Comprehension subtest, placing him in the 

10th percentile and 84 in the Reading Comprehension subtests, placing him in the 

14th percentile. (A000111-12). Executive functioning encompasses the mental 

processes that enable us to plan, focus attention, remember instructions, and multi-

task. Mr. Christeson’s scores “demonstrat[ed] impaired executive functioning,” 

(A000112), to a degree likely to profoundly limit his ability to organize and act on 

                                         

12 See n.7, supra. 
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information. Thus, an individual with this degree of damaged or impaired 

executive functioning would likely be unable to properly calculate a multi-step 

deadline, let alone form a plan of action in the event his agents had betrayed his 

interests and missed such a deadline.  

Testing also revealed significant deficiencies in the executive areas of 

memory and attention. (A000113). Portions of the Weschler Memory Scale were 

administered revealing significant deficits in recall. In the first part of the test, Mr. 

Christeson listened to a paragraph and then was asked to report everything he 

could recall. (A000113). One test indicated a 72.71% chance of problems with 

attention and focus.13 This kind of neurological inability to focus would render 

Appellant incapable to stay on track in obtaining a merely rudimentary 

understanding of any single procedural question in his case. Of course, capital 

habeas procedure is not a matter of a single question, rather it consists of complex 

and overlapping questions. This deficit, combined with his extreme impairments in 

                                         

13  According to preliminary expert affidavits, the complex sexual, physical, and 
emotional abuse Mr. Christeson suffered could contribute to his poor cognitive 
functioning.  A clinical assessment and review of social history records by a 
neuropsychologist is required to understand the interaction of his social history 
with his impairments. Likewise, brain imaging, for which counsel requested 
funding (A001082), would help determine whether Mr. Christeson suffers from in 
utero exposure to neurotoxins, including alcohol, and to determine whether head 
injuries caused lasting brain damage. His functioning, as currently assessed, 
suggests that imaging would be appropriate. 
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cognition and comprehension, would appear to preclude him from conducting even 

the first steps toward the level and kind of diligence to which the district court has 

erroneously held him.  

Mr. Christeson’s school records reflect these deficits and make clear that his 

inability to process information and effectively communicate have been 

longstanding. In elementary school, Appellant was with special needs and 

administered an Individualized Education Plan (IEP). He was placed in special 

education in 1990, where he remained through high school, until the age of 18.  

Despite his placement in remedial classes, he still received primarily failing grades.  

Achievement records throughout school placed Mr. Christeson in the lowest 

percentiles. In the 7th grade, he scored in the first percentile—the very lowest 

percentile of the population—for Social Studies/Civics, perhaps the closest subject 

area to law. That year he received an IEP Notice of Placement “for learning 

disabilities services related to the area of written language.” (A000161). In the 8th 

Grade he continued to fail, and rank in the lowest percentiles in achievement tests, 

including scoring in the 2nd percentile for Reading and Social Studies. (A000147). 

In the 9th Grade, Appellant continued to receive low and failing grades, and 

scoring in the 5th percentile in Reading. (A000145-47). He declined over the 

following years, dropping to the 3rd percentile in the 10th Grade and receiving 

barely passing grades in the 11th and 12th Grade, despite enrollment in vocational 
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and remedial classes and involvement in the special education program. IQ tests 

administered during his school years also reflect severe impairment. 1993 IQ tests 

reveal full-scale IQ scores of 82 and 79.14 (A000163, A000175). A 1996 IQ test 

reveals a full scale IQ of 76.15 (Id.). In 1998, at the age of 18, Mark was arrested 

for the underlying crime.  

Mr. Christeson’s strong family history of intellectual disability and cognitive 

and adaptive deficits further establishes his own disability. Mr. Christeson’s 

biological mother, Linda Christeson, biological father, Johnny Christeson, 

maternal grandmother, Edna Raymo, and maternal great uncle, Charles Raymo, 

were all intellectually disabled. (A000811). 

Mr. Christeson’s biological father, Johnny Christeson, had a Full Scale IQ of 

65 and was diagnosed as mentally retarded. (A000811, A000650, A000645, 

A000669-70).16 He was functionally illiterate his entire life. (A000649-50). Johnny 

also exhibited extreme deficits in adaptive functioning (See A000615); due in part 

to which he was diagnosed in 1987 with Dependent Personality Disorder. 

(A000650). He suffered from organic mental and psychological disorders and was 
                                         

14See n.7, supra. 
15 One reason counsel sought funding for full evaluations was to understand 
Appellant’s marked deterioration in achievement and IQ scores exhibited during 
his adolescent years. (See A001082, ADD000001-2).  
16 This score has not been reevaluated for the Flynn Effect and would actually be 
lower. See n.7, supra.  
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diagnosed in 1985 with schizophrenia (A000654), and later with schizoaffective 

disorder (A000630, A000653), and Mixed Organic Brain Syndrome (A000651).  

As a child, Mr. Christeson’s biological mother, Linda Christeson was 

diagnosed as mentally retarded and placed in special education. (A000847). 

Witnesses describe Linda as “retarded,” “dumb,” “slow,” and “mentally . . . not her 

age.” (A000804, A000810, A000853). She could not write. (A000804, A000810). 

She could “read but she can’t comprehend.” (A000810). She was incapable of 

planning or of managing money. (A000810). Nor could she follow instructions or 

basic directions. (A000853-54).  

Linda Christeson exhibited other significant deficits in the areas of practical 

adaptive functioning.  “She couldn’t deal with consequences.” (A000874). She did 

not do dishes or clean her house. (A000811). She would hang up her dirty 

underpants on the mailboxes, until finally neighbors removed them because the 

postal worker would refuse to bring the mail. (A000804, A000811). “Linda would 

also boil her used maxi pads and then hang them up to dry so that she could reuse 

them. She would then use the pot that she boiled them in to make beans for the 

kids.” (Id.). Sometimes, she used the same water to boil hot dogs for the kids.  

(A000811).  

She was not able to clean herself. Her cousin recalled that Linda “had lice 

really bad - you could see them jumping around. My dad dumped kerosene on her 
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head to kill them and then my mom cut her hair off.” (A000804). Her husband 

used to shave Mark’s head in order to keep him from getting lice. (Id.). She “was 

sloppily dressed, not clean, hair never combed. Linda was always dirty, she was a 

messy woman.” (A000898).  

The severe impairments demonstrated by the testing, in combination with 

Appellant’s special-education records and family history of mental retardation, 

indicate marked delay that would impact his capacity for diligence and, at the very 

least, warrant a hearing and further fact finding.  

b. Counsel proffered ample evidence of Mr. Christeson’s marked deficits 
in adaptive functioning.  

“Adaptive behavior/functioning refers to a person’s ability to deal with the 

everyday demands of life” (A000090) and is one of the DSM’s criteria for 

diagnosing Intellectual Disability. In assessing Mr. Christeson’s capacity to 

understand his legal situation and act in accordance with his own interests, two 

areas of adaptive functioning are especially important: receptive/integrative 

language and written expression. (A000091). The former refers to the ability to 

understand abstract meaning in speech and writing (“receptive language”), the 

ability to communicate with others (“expressive language”), and the ability to 

integrate the two (“integrative language”), (A000094). Mr. Christeson’s testing and 

achievement scores show marked deficits in both areas. 
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Counsel proffered to the district court a preliminary report by Dr. James 

Patton, an expert for whom they requested and were denied funding. Dr. Patton 

reviewed a limited number of records and key witness declarations and 

preliminarily determined that Mr. Christeson exhibits deficits in key areas of 

adaptive functioning. In order to determine the extent of those deficits, Dr. Patton 

concluded that a complete adaptive functioning assessment (A000093-95).  

Because counsel were denied funding and a hearing, Dr. Patton was not able to 

complete his assessment. 

Dr. Patton observed from multiple sources “that Mr. Christeson displayed 

significant problems in the area of receptive language and integrative language.” 

(A000094). For example, prisoners incarcerated with Mr. Christeson “indicate that 

he had significant difficulties in understanding/comprehending what people would 

say to him, especially related to legal matters.” (A000094).  

Despite the lack of funding, in order to establish a threshold record for a 

hearing, counsel expended hundreds of hours to obtain declarations from dozens of 

prisoners incarcerated throughout the Missouri system who had been incarcerated 

with Appellant in Potosi over the years, detailing his impairments and inability to 

understand his case. They described Appellant as “an oversized kid that needs to 

be sat down and talked to like one;” “slow,” “absent minded,” “not fully there,” 

(A000887). Many prisoners observed Mark as stunted; his “thought process was 
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childlike. I would often give advice to Mark and explain things to him. This was 

difficult because he would lose focus really quick, and you would have to explain 

whatever it was all over again.” (A000910; see also A001025). See also, A001050-

51 (“he is stuck with the sophistication of a six or seven year old, stuck there in 

how he interacts with people here.”). 

Appellant’s impairments were clear to other prisoners, as was his inability to 

understand his case. (See A000994, A001012, A000915 (“Mark is a most tragic 

case. He is a child, not a bright one at that, in a very adult situation. He cannot 

possibly understand what is happening to him other than the fundamental gravity 

of what the state intends to do to him.”) A000913-14 (“He could not explain 

anything about his case or his situation in court. I do not think he can absorb the 

difference between state and federal court let alone that there are fixed procedures 

for federal habeas corpus.”)).17 

A fellow prisoner and long-term friend of Appellant’s became concerned 

when Missouri began executing men on a monthly basis in November 2013. 

Attempting to engage Mr. Christeson about his case, he noted “Mark could 

                                         

17 Prisoners housed with Mr. Christeson during the late filing of his petition and 
litigation of its timeliness recalled that he had no idea what was going on. “He 
would just say I’m waiting to hear back from the court.” (A000903). (See also 
A000911 (“He believed that his case was in the courts and that he was represented 
by the court-appointed lawyers.”); A001015-6 A000961, A000928, A000932, 
A001012). 
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remember the first names of his trial attorneys but did not have any recollection of 

their last names.” (A000892). A prisoner law clerk of 15 years who attempted to 

help Appellant was surprised when he received an execution date, since Appellant 

“thought he was still in his ‘appeal period,’ but it turns out that they were over and 

he had no understanding of this.” (A000887).  

Mr. Christeson’s marked deficits in reflective and integrative language 

impaired his ability to understand his legal proceedings and protect and advance 

his legal interests. As Dr. Patton observed, “Mr. Christeson’s problems in 

comprehending what was said to him and in being able to integrate what he had 

heard into some meaningful communication with his defense team would severely 

limit his ability to understand his legal situation, interact appropriately with his 

defense team, and therefore to understand the need for, let alone to take, any 

corrective action to the facts related in his defense.” (A000094). 

Additionally, Dr. Patton found that Mr. Christeson displays deficits in 

written expression, “a complex task act that requires the integration of many 

abilities, especially those relating to ideation, syntax, semantics, spelling, 

capitalization, and punctuation.” (A000095). According to the preliminary adaptive 

functioning assessment, Mr. Christeson’s school records “clearly indicate that he 

had significant difficulty in the area of writing.” (A000095). Deficits in this area 

would “clearly limit his ability to express in writing any concerns or questions he 
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might have wanted to share with his attorneys via letter or other type of written 

correspondence – without assistance from others.” (A000095). A volunteer law 

clerk in Protective Custody, where Appellant has been housed, noted he “had a 

difficult time communicating about his case. For example, when I asked him to 

write something for me related to his case, his writings were jumbled and did not 

make sense. I would have to rewrite them to make sense.” (A000895). 

Witness declarations provided to the district court establish that from an 

early age, Appellant exhibited adaptive deficits in the areas of executive 

functioning. Mark’s cousin David Bolin, who raised him during the age of 13-18, 

observed Mark’s difficulties with recall and inability to follow multi-step 

directions:   

when I asked him to dig railroad ties out, Mark would always cut them off 
from the top.  Every time, I would have to remind him that you have to go in 
from the bottom.  Mark could not follow two-step instructions . . . He had 
trouble remembering basic things. . .when he went to school he would leave 
his books at home.  He would leave his coat at home in the winter. 

(A000809). 

A classmate described Mark as “‘dingy.’ He was not very bright. And he 

was not all there. One minute you would be talking to him and he would be fine, 

the next minute it seemed like he didn't know who he was.” (A000878). 

Appellant’s adaptive deficits in executive functioning precluded Mr. Christeson 

from understanding the multi-step deadline in his case, let alone formulating a 
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remedial plan. In conjunction with his deficits in the areas of language, it is 

impossible that he could have diligently protected his own rights. 

Taken together, this evidence manifests Mr. Christeson’s personal incapacity 

to overcome the betrayal and misrepresentations of his prior counsel to uncover the 

defaulted status of his case and navigate the complex landscape of habeas corpus. 

The preliminary findings of Dr. Patton establish that Mr. Christeson suffers from 

adaptive functioning deficits. However, a thorough assessment, including a formal 

language assessment, full review of school records, and clinical interviews of 

individuals who knew him, is warranted. (A000095).  Because counsel were 

denied funding and a hearing, Dr. Patton was not able to perform such an 

assessment. At the very least, Mr. Christeson is entitled adequate funding to 

develop this evidence in an evidentiary hearing.  

c. Mr. Christeson’s family history of seizure disorder and symptoms of 
seizures are consistent with his symptomology and impairments.  

Relatedly, undersigned counsel provided evidence that their client and his 

family suffered seizures and seizure disorders. (A000843, A000846). Because Mr. 

Christeson was denied adequate funding, he has not yet been thoroughly evaluated 

for the presence of seizures. However, numerous prisoners described 

symptomology consistent with seizures and seizure disorder, including absence 

seizures incapacitating him for up to 15 minute spans, with collateral effects lasting 

2-3 days. (A001002, A001030. See also, A000933; A001053-4, A000945). 
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Seizures symptoms include headache, visual aura, confusion, or loss of 

consciousness. Mr. Christeson has a chronic history of severe headaches and 

migraines, occurring approximately twice per week. (See A000888)). See also 

(A001030, A001063). 

Like many prisoners at Potosi, Mark was also frequently heavily medicated. 

Many of the death-sentenced prisoners were put on medication, specifically 

Klonopin, when they arrived at the prison. (A000983; A001002). It was known 

among prisoners that it was easy to obtain the medications from the prison. 

(A000985, A001004). 

Mr. Christeson’s neuropsychological testing is consistent with seizure 

disorder. As discussed, supra, he exhibits significant impairments in executive 

functioning, which is mediated by the frontotemporal lobes; seizure disorders 

interrupt executive functioning.  

Seizure disorders were prevalent in the Christeson family. Mark’s biological 

father, Johnny Christeson, had a long history of seizures, as documented in mental 

health records as early as 1979, and was prescribed medication for them 

throughout his entire life. (A000669, A000630).  Appellant’s brother, Billy 

Christeson, has two children who experience seizures. (A000845-46, A000846). 

Over time, seizures disorders often mimic psychiatric disorders in their 

symptomology. Trimble, M. and A. Freeman (2006); Epilepsy & Behavior 9(3): 
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407-414. Thus, it is not uncommon for temporal lobe seizures to present as bipolar 

and psychotic disorders. Johnny Christeson, for example, was diagnosed with both 

seizure disorder NOS and schizoaffective disorder. 18  

The history of seizure disorder in Mr. Christeson’s life and that of his family 

is critical for an expert such as Dr. Watson or Dr. Patton to assess the brain 

function of Mr. Christeson.  Because counsel were deprived adequate funding and 

a hearing, this area has not been fully explored.  

d. Mr. Christeson has a history of head injuries, consistent 
with his cognitive impairments.  

Counsel also proffered evidence of Mr. Christeson’s history of head injuries, 

extending from childhood into his incarceration. Multiple family witnesses recall 

that Linda would beat and punch Mark in the head. (A000805, see also A000867). 

Multiple family witnesses also recall that Mr. Christeson was a “daredevil” and 

“rambunctious.” (A000809).  

In November 2000, approximately a year after arriving at Potosi, two 

prisoners violently assaulted Appellant in the kitchen, causing hospitalization. 

(A001060). Struck repeatedly in the head, he lost consciousness and suffered 

contusions above his left eye and the right side of his head, lacerations to his left 

                                         

18  Biological uncle (legal father) William Christeson also exhibited symptoms 
consistent with seizures. (A000476). 
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eyebrow requiring stitches, and lacerations to his mouth and inner lips. He was 

admitted to the infirmary and placed on 23-hour observation before a transfer to 

Protective Custody. The foregoing preliminary indications suggest lasting effects 

from these head injuries. 

e. Mr. Christeson’s Severe History of Sexual Trauma Also 
Impacted His Capacity For Diligence.  

Counsel proffered extensive, detailed evidence about Mr. Christeson’s 

lifetime subjection to violent sexual brutality, beginning when he was an infant and 

persisting through his incarceration. His legal father, William, 19  a clinically 

diagnosed and criminally charged pedophile, began molesting Mark in his infancy, 

literally upon his arrival from the hospital. (A000481). Multiple family members 

also observed Linda Christeson molesting her young son, frequently in the bath. 

(A000805). This lasted until Mark was eleven, when his father died from a heart 

attack.  

After William Christeson’s death, one of Mark’s uncles (Jerry Belcher) 

wanted to secure his custody. (A000818-19). Had that happened, it appears from 

undersigned’s investigation to date that Mark likely would have settled into 

circumstances removed from the constant sexual victimization and general 

                                         

19 William Christensen’s brother, John, was Mark’s biological father through an 
extra-marital liaison with his sister-in-law, Linda.   
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exploitation characterizing his earliest years. Instead, Mark’s mother—a woman 

beset with severe mental health problems and, herself, a lifelong victim of sexual, 

physical, and psychological abuse—signed away her parental rights to Mark’s 

older cousin, a man 20 years his senior named David Bolin. (A000153-54). 

Upon becoming Mark’s guardian (a position for which Mr. Bolin would 

collect social security benefits, as he appears to have done for decades with 

numerous children in his extended family), Mr. Bolin had the unfettered control to 

sexually violate Mark while under his charge. (A000797, A000798, A000847-48). 

This cousin—“Uncle David”, as Mark and the other children were made to call 

him—crept into the adolescent Mark’s bedroom nightly to prey upon him. 

(A000835). Missouri’s Department of Family Services ostensibly evaluated and 

monitored David’s home in order to permit Mark to be kept in his charge. 

However, during late-1992 through early-1993, DFS based its reporting merely on 

David’s word and failed to probe the circumstances and environment in which 

Mark was exploited nightly. (A000186).  

To understand the consequences of this childhood sexual torture, counsel 

obtained a preliminary report from clinical psychologist Dr. Victoria Reynolds, 

who specializes in the assessment and treatment of the impact of traumatic life 

experiences, including childhood sexual and physical abuse, adult rape, military 

sexual trauma, and exposure to combat. In her preliminary report, Dr. Reynolds 
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discussed the impact of Mr. Christeson’s long-term sexual victimization on his 

neurological development and behavior. She opined that “trauma-based brain and 

biological changes can interfere with an adult’s ability to take care of himself, 

advocate, take initiative and establish and sustain connection to others upon whom 

he must rely in a caretaker role.” (A000104). Because Appellant experienced 

“incomparably profound and prolonged childhood abuse of every sort, from sexual 

abuse and exposure to violence to serious emotional neglect at the hands of his 

caretakers” a full trauma assessment was required. Id. Such an assessment “would 

permit an evaluation of his exposure to traumatic life experiences as well as his 

responses and understanding of those experiences.” (A000105). 

f. The continued victimization and sexual trauma of Mr. 
Christeson in prison has further limited his ability to pursue 
his rights.  

The sexual torture did not end for Mr. Christeson upon his arrest after 

running away from Mr. Bolin’s home and his eventual incarceration in the 

Missouri state penitentiary system. In his Rule 60(b) Motion, Appellant proffered 

prison records and prisoner declarations detailing Mr. Christeson’s unrelenting 

subjection to violence and sexual trauma. Appellant entered the system as an 

impaired 18 year-old who had never served time.  

When Appellant arrived at the Potosi Correctional Center in 1999 at the age 

of 19, it was populated with the “worst of the worst from the old Walls” prison in 
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Jefferson City. (A000918-19). Along with stark histories of violence, prisoners 

from the Walls brought with them institutional gangs and an established prison 

hierarchy. At the top of the hierarchy was an organization known as the Booty 

Bandits, a well-known group of black prisoners in the Missouri DOC who sexually 

preyed on, raped, and groomed young white inmates entering the prison. 

(A001038, A000918, A000938, A000993; see also A001039, A001024, 

A0010048; A000948-49, A000927, A001025). Young arrivals, such as Mr. 

Christeson, “were the most vulnerable” because they “did not understand prison, 

did not know how to protect themselves.” (A000918). “Gang rape, five or six black 

prisoners assaulting a white prisoner, took place on a regular basis.” (A000918.  

See also A000935, A000949, A000936, A000934).20 

In the prison hierarchy, Mr. Christeson “was bottom of the barrel, the lowest 

of the low.” (A000963). His conviction for a crime involving children made him a 

target and he who would have a difficult time finding protection. (See A000907, 

A000993, A000905, A001018, A001028).21 His significant cognitive impairments 

                                         

20 In recent years, a prison gang known as “Family Values” has emerged as a new 
band of predators, enforcing rules and imposing harsh sexual punishment for the 
violation of those rules.  (A000963; see also A001059, A001050). 
21 In 2013 and 2014, three sex offenders were beaten to death by other prisoners at 
Jefferson City Correctional Facility. See 
http://www.abc17news.com/news/homicide-under-investigation-in-cole-
county/21017752; http://fox2now.com/2014/08/26/missouri-inmate-dies-after-
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made him more susceptible. Multiple prisoners observed Mark as “gullible,” 

“slow,” and “easily manipulated.” (A000934, A000908, A000917, A000924, 

A001030, A001035; see also, A000995). He “was taken advantage of on a daily 

basis” (A001048).  Finally, his prior history of sexual victimization increased his 

susceptibility to the rampant sexual violence in prison. When faced with extreme 

violence in prison, Mark did not fight back. (A001046. See also A001011, 

A001006, A001028, A001045).  This put him at odds with the rules of prison, 

which dictate that, when confronted, a prisoner must fight. If he fails to fight, he 

becomes “a victim,” a label sticks with him and brings severe consequences. 

(A001028; see also A000985). Mark’s failure to fight quickly earned him the 

reputation at Potosi as “vulnerable” (A000908), “prey and marginalized” 

(A000907), a “target” (A000985), an “outcast” (A001002), and a “girl” (A001025). 

Sensing weakness, predatory inmates extorted Mark. His inability to stand up for 

himself precipitated further victimization.  (A000904, A000905. See also A000924; 

A000994).  

Mark was sexually assaulted shortly after arriving at Potosi. Like many other 

young white prisoners, he was raped by another prisoner and “sold” on the yard to 

a member of the Booty Bandits. (See A000904). Mark was sold to a death row 

                                                                                                                                   

being-beaten/; http://www.komu.com/news/second-jccc-inmate-homicide-raises-
questions-of-prisoner-safety. 
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prisoner named Sam Smith, who was under sentence of death for fatally stabbing 

another prisoner at “The Walls,” inflicting 19 stab wounds in his murder. Until 

Smith’s execution in 2001, he “owned” Mark, meaning he could rape him or turn 

him out to other prisoners. Mark was then sexually exploited by a number of other 

prisoners. (A001055). One in particular, JW, was infamous for pressing Mark. 

Known for preying on the “weakest white guys who . . . weren’t all there,” JW 

began by pretending to be Mark’s friend, but then quickly became obsessive and 

relentless in his physical pursuit of Mark. (A000907-08). Eventually, Mark was 

able to change housing units, moving to the other side of the camp, but JW 

followed him and the victimizing intensified. (A000909). 

Mark’s inability to stand up for himself led to a decade of sexual and 

physical abuse. (A001008, A001023-24). Eventually, the constant sexual predation 

and lack of protection in general population led Mark to check in to Protective 

Custody, which also had significant implications for his ability to engage in his 

legal case. (A000923). Prior to a transfer into PC, a prisoner is placed in 

Administrative Segregation, or the Hole, while he is waiting for a bed. This often 

takes months. (A000923). (A000943-44). Being in the Hole significantly limits a 

prisoner’s ability to work on his legal case because he does not have access to his 

property, including legal materials; cannot request calls with his counsel; and 

cannot go to the law library. (A000972).  Prisoners in the Hole are only permitted 
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to request specific legal authorities from the law clerks using citations. As set forth 

here, such steps were far beyond Mark’s comprehension and capacity. (A001021. 

see also A000903, A000923). 

Though prisoners seeking protection were sent to the Hole and Protective 

Custody, frequently, there was security to be found there. (A000989 See also 

A000924). 22 (A001049, A000939-940, A001003, A001045). In fact, checking into 

PC can render a prisoner even less safe. Once an inmate has checked, he is 

stigmatized as “weak, “a lame,” “a check-in.” (A000913, A000989, A000984).  

Even the staff and correctional officers look down on them, calling “the PC guys 

‘girls.’” (A000913, A000940, A001029). Mark was labeled early on as a “PC girl.” 

(A000909). Even when he would return to general population, he spent the 

majority of his time in his cell. (A000910, A000991). There were too many places 

throughout the prison where predators could get to him. (A000911).  

The law library was one such place, containing too many “blind spots,” 

places where predators could get to him, unwatched and unchecked. (A000924, 

A001039-40. See also A000910, A000995). Even were the library not dangerous, 

                                         

22 Even the Hole was not safe. In the early 2000’s, Mark went into Administrative 
Custody with another prisoner who beat him mercilessly every day for weeks. 
(A001050). Recently, a prisoner was killed while in administrative segregation. 
See http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/st-louis-dad-pleads-
guilty-in-killing-of-son/article_21593d0a-5cbe-11e0-a3be-0019bb30f31a.html 
(A000988. See also A001059, A001050)  
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Appellant’s cognitive impairments, including his low IQ, severe memory and 

attention deficits, and limitations in communications, made it impossible to use the 

prison law library or access information through the law clerks. (A000990). Years 

ago, the DOC removed the books from the library and replaced them with 

computers. (A000903-04, A000994, A001011). Prisoners who were incapable of 

using a computer could not even begin to do legal research. Id. Having attended 

special education in the 1980’s and early 1990’s and finishing high school less than 

a year before he was arrested, Mark had no experience with computers and had 

never received training or courses in computers, save for two typing classes. 

(A000133-34. See also A000941). Additionally, the prison did not offer prisoners 

training on how to use their computers. (A000912). 

The law clerks and librarians are also unhelpful. (A001011, A000911-12). 

Librarians are rarely in the library at all, spending the majority of their time in their 

office. (A000928-29, see also A000962), (A000912). Clerk’s are frequently 

untrained. (See A000962). Additionally, There is no confidentiality, the lack of 

which would have made it highly dangerous for Mark to seek any assistance in the 

library. (See A000923; see also A001001; A001016; A000986, A000912).  

Because of this kind of danger, Potosi eventually prohibited prisoners, even clerks, 

from helping other prisoners with their cases. (A000962). 
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B.  Mr. Christeson Has Met The Legal Threshold Requiring An 
Evidentiary Hearing.  

Because Appellant’s extensive argument and submissions in support of the 

Rule 60(b) motion raised disputed and material factual allegations showing 

Appellant may be able to establish equitable tolling, and thus qualify for Rule 

60(b) relief, the district court was required to hold an evidentiary hearing to permit 

further development and presentation of such evidence. Crawford v. Norris, 363 

Fed. Appx. 428, 430 (8th Cir. 2010) (in §2254 proceedings, evidentiary hearing is 

required where factual allegations may entitle petitioner to relief under the 

applicable standard); Newton v. Kemna, 354 F.3d 776, 785 (8th Cir. 2004) (noting, 

in § 2254 proceedings, that “the district court must hold . . . a[n evidentiary] 

hearing if the petitioner has alleged disputed facts which, if proved, would entitle 

him to . . . relief”) (quoting Smith v. Bowersox, 311 F.3d 915, 921 (8th Cir. 2002)); 

Johnston v. Luebbers, 288 F.3d 1048, 1059 (8th Cir. 2002) (same). In particular, 

this Court has recognized that timeliness presents a question of fact. Grady v. 

United States, 269 F.3d 913, 918-19 (8th Cir. 2001) (remanding for an evidentiary 

hearing to examine the circumstances surrounding a non-capital pro-se petitioner’s 

belatedly filed 2255 Motion).   

The existing record of attorney abandonment plainly creates disputed facts 

on the abandonment/misconduct issue. Given the decisive weight that the seven 

Supreme Court justices placed on the record’s reflection of the prima facie 
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abandonment by Mr. Christeson’s original counsel, the only way the district court 

could have concluded initial habeas counsel’s conduct did not satisfy the 

abandonment/misconduct element of equitable tolling would be by assessing 

evidence in an evidentiary hearing.  The court’s order is void of any details of 

attorney conduct before the deadline expired. (ADD000001-22). The court does 

not mention counsel’s failure to meet with Appellant until five weeks after his 

deadline expired, obtain the neuropsychology expert they initially sought (and 

were granted funding to retain), or produce an invoice covering the period of 

abandonment. Instead, the court’s resolution of abandonment hinges solely on 

prior counsel’s pleadings, which the Supreme Court found “directly and 

concededly contrary to their client’s interest, and manifestly serv[ing] their own 

professional and reputational interests.” See Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 895 

(describing conflicted counsel’s assertion “that they had ‘a legal basis and rationale 

for the [erroneous] calculation of the filing date.’”). If the district court wished to 

credit prior counsel’s post hoc explanations, it should have held a hearing to take 

evidence from those attorneys and properly evaluate their credibility. See, e.g., 

Vineyard v. Dretke, 125 Fed. Appx. 551 (5th Cir. 2005) (non-capital petitioner 

entitled to an evidentiary hearing on his allegation that he was defrauded by his 

counsel: “When the issue is one of credibility, resolution on the basis of affidavits 

can rarely be conclusive.”) The district court cannot base its finding of no 
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abandonment on the very documents that the Supreme Court assailed as cynical 

and devoid of probative value. Id.  

The extent of Mr. Christeson’s impairments and his capacity for diligence 

are also material issues of disputed fact entitling Mr. Christeson to a hearing. As 

discussed above, the Supreme Court underscored that capacity for diligence is the 

central question on remand. 135 S. Ct. at 892. The district court’s opinion wholly 

ignored the evidence detailing Appellant’s significant limitations. The court’s 

order is silent to the expert reports describing Mr. Christeson’s low IQ, extreme 

headaches and memory loss, and the emotional and neuropsychological impact of 

his long history of extreme trauma. Ignoring hundreds of pages of documentary 

evidence, expert reports and lay witness declarations, the court singled out details 

it claimed showed capacity for diligence, including that Appellant can “read, write, 

draw, watch television, cook, make friends, and play bingo, cards, sports, and 

Dungeons and Dragons.” (ADD0000018). The court also pointed to records 

indicating Mr. Christeson filed prison grievances in which he identified witnesses 

and requested representation, wrote to the OCDC, and “timely mailed a pro se 

document to this court seeking relief.” (Id.). The court’s reasoning is erroneous and 

actually supports Mr. Christeson’s argument for a hearing. For example, the pro se 

filings which the court asserts Mr. Christeson “timely mail[ed]” were neither 

prepared by Mr. Christeson, nor did he facilitate their filing. They were prepared 
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and mailed by his state PCR counsel, as is typical of the Missouri State Public 

Defender System and shown by the notary stamp, reflecting the document was 

notarized in Boone County, the location of state PCR counsel’s office (not in 

Washington County, the location of Appellant’s prison), by a mitigation 

specialist.23  The court invented that fact used to deny relief without allowing 

counsel an opportunity to adversarially challenge it.  

The court’s handling of the evidence supporting diligence is similarly 

problematic. The court improperly characterized the abundant evidence of 

Appellant’s childhood rape, incest and torture as “a bad childhood.” 

(ADD0000018). The court rejected the evidence that Appellant could not avail 

himself of legal assistance in prison because of his impairments and other 

prisoners’ sexual and physical brutality, glibly remarking that it was “unwilling to 

                                         

23 The court relies on Woods v. Kelley, a non-capital case involving a guilty plea 
and waiver of appeals, for the proposition that Mr. Christeson was not “so 
incapable of rational thought that he could not appreciate his legal situation or 
ascertain that he must take steps to protect his rights.” 2015 WL 1858809 (E.D. 
Ark.  2015). However, the evidence supporting the petitioner’s capacity for 
diligence in Woods is in stark contrast to the present case. In finding Woods so 
capable of rational thought and asserting his rights, the Arkansas district court 
relied on his extensive court involvement: “during the period for timely filing a § 
2254 habeas petition. . . Petitioner was able to file or tender, in state court, two 
postconviction petitions, three notices of appeal, several applications to proceed in 
forma pauperis with supporting documentation, a motion for appointment of 
counsel, and a motion for transcript. . . . He also was able to correspond with the 
Arkansas Supreme Court Clerk and the ADC Attorney for Inmates.” Woods v. 
Kelley, 2015 WL 1858809, at *5 (E.D. Ark.  2015) (internal citations omitted).  
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dispense with or mitigate the reasonable diligence inquiry for a category of 

offenders such as alleged rapists.” (ADD0000019). Appellant did not argue for an 

exception to the diligence requirement based on the nature of his crime, but, rather, 

that a number of unique challenges hindering his ability to navigate the prison 

system are relevant to his satisfaction of the diligence requirement. Such an 

argument is uncontroversial.  See, e.g., Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S.Ct. 1309, 1317 

(2012) (recognizing that a petitioner’s “confine[ment] to prison,” impacts his 

ability to investigate and develop evidence.)  

It has not been established, and Appellant strongly challenges, that Mr. 

Christeson authored any of the documents on which the court relies, including the 

grievances and the letters to Missouri’s Office of Chief Disciplinary Counsel 

(OCDC). As noted in the prison declarations, several prisoners recognized Mr. 

Christeson was severely impaired and tried to help him over the years, but his 

beliefs that he was represented by counsel and had ongoing appeals as well as his 

intellectual disability prevented anyone from providing meaningful help. The 

OCDC letters, which the court acknowledges Mr. Christeson had assistance in 

preparing but claims show Mr. Christeson capable of diligence,24 fail to do so; they 

actually reflect how impaired Mr. Christeson is. (See Doc. 62 at 7-8; A000076 

                                         

24 Notably, the court finds that the letters to the OCDC show Mr. Christeson 
capable of diligence but that they do not rise to the level of diligence.  
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n.43; ADD0000032-33). One letter begins: “I was represented by attorney Phillip 

Horwitz in a trial.” (ADD000029). Attorney Horwitz was not appointed to 

represent Appellant until more than eight-years after his trial, nor were they ever in 

a courtroom together.  

The district court’s conclusion that Mr. Christeson’s ability to watch 

television or play Dungeons and Dragons reflects an ability to overcome the fraud 

of his counsel and diligently pursue his rights was unsupported, and the court was 

not adequately positioned to make it. Appellant introduced ample evidence from 

medical and mental health experts, offering specific testimony about Mr. 

Christeson’s impairments and their impact on his diligence capacity. The State did 

not offer expert opinion in rebuttal. In cases of intellectual disability, the United 

States Supreme Court has made clear that the courts must be guided by medical 

experts and clinical criteria. See Hall v. Florida, 134 S.Ct. 1986, 1993 (2014) (“In 

determining who qualifies as intellectually disabled, it is proper to consult the 

medical community’s opinions.”). It was inappropriate for the district court to 

disregard Appellant’s experts and then substitute its own lay opinion.  

The need for an evidentiary hearing in his case is especially pronounced 

because of the heightened procedural requirements in capital cases. See, e.g., Beck 

v. Alabama, 447 U.S. 625, 637 (1980). This Circuit has recognized this distinction: 

“[E]videntiary hearings are particularly important in capital cases such as this one, 
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where the ‘irremediable’ penalty demands factfinding at a ‘heightened standard of 

reliability.’” Parkus v. Delo, 33 F.3d 933, 939, n.6 (8th Cir. 1994) (quoting Ford v. 

Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399, 411 (1986)).  This Court should remand for an 

evidentiary hearing. 

APPELLANT TIMELY FILED A MOTION PURSUANT TO RULE 
60(B).25 

On March 17, 2015, the district court appointed undersigned counsel and 

directed the parties to file a proposed scheduling order and budget within fourteen 

days. (Doc. 110). Per that order, on March 31, 2015, counsel filed a joint 

scheduling order, which the district court adopted in full. (Doc. 116, 117). Pursuant 

to that approved scheduling order, Appellant timely filed his 60(b) Motion on 

August 28, 2015. (A000006). 

A motion for relief under Rule 60(b) must be filed within a “reasonable 

time.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(c)(1); Gonzalez v. Crosby, 545 U.S. 524, 535 (2005). 

“What constitutes a reasonable time is dependent on the particular facts of the case 

in question . . . .” Watkins v. Lundell, 169 F.3d 540, 544 (8th Cir. 1999); accord 11 

Wright & Miller, Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ. § 2866 (3d ed.). Where new counsel have 

been appointed to file a Rule 60(b) motion arguing prior counsel’s ineffectiveness 
                                         

25 It is unclear whether the 60(b) timeliness issue is properly before the Court 
because the district court did not address the issue and neither party raised it. See 
Watkins v. Lundell, 169 F.3d 540, 544 (8th Cir. 1999). 
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or misconduct—a motion that prior counsel could not have filed—its timeliness is 

measured from the date of new counsel’s appointment. See, e.g., Pruett v. 

Stephens, 608 F. App’x 182, 185-86 (5th Cir. 2015) (noting appointment of 

conflict-free counsel does not automatically render subsequent 60(b) motion timely 

but measuring “reasonable time” for filing from time conflict-free counsel was 

appointed and conducted necessary investigation); Jones v. Quarterman, 2008 WL 

4166850, at *2 (N.D. Tex. 2008) (calculating time for filing a Rule 60(b) motion 

from appointment of new counsel and ignoring time between judgment dismissing 

habeas as untimely and appointment of conflict-free counsel). 

In this case, conflicted counsel, attorneys who abandoned and then 

defrauded Appellant, remained appointed to him from 2004 until the district court 

removed them on March 17, 2015. The Supreme Court in this case recognized that 

prior counsel “could not be expected” to file a 60(b) motion arguing equitable 

tolling and that prior counsel’s conflict of interest “prevented” their doing so. 

Christeson, 135 S. Ct. at 892, 895. As Appellant is entitled to counsel under 

§3599(a), and conflicted counsel continued to represented him through 2014, the 

conceivable avenue for raising his counsel’s conflict-of-interest issue and the 

related equitable tolling question would be through a motion to substitute counsel, 

not a pro se 60(b) motion filed while represented by prior counsel. See Martel v. 

Clair, 132 S.Ct. 1276, 1283 (2012); accord Adbullah v. United States, 240 F.3d 
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683, 686 (8th Cir. 2001) (holding District Courts have no obligation to consider 

pro se filings by parties represented by counsel). Indeed, Mr. Christeson’s plight in 

the district court in 2014 before the entry of his execution warrant only underscores 

the impossibility of a pro se Rule 60(b). Even with the assistance of pro bono 

counsel, the district court rejected at every turn Mr. Christeson’s efforts to 

overcome his appointed counsel’s conflict against him. When made aware of this 

conflict and the underlying basis for the Rule 60(b) Motion, Mr. Christeson, 

through undersigned counsel, immediately sought substitution. See Christeson, 135 

S. Ct. at 895 (finding Mr. Christeson’s substitution motion not untimely where “[i]t 

was filed approximately a month after outside counsel became aware of 

Christeson’s plight and well before the State had set an execution date, and it 

requested only 90 days to investigate and file a Rule 60(b) motion.”) 

Because Rule 60(b) timeliness depends on case-specific facts and considers 

“the movant’s reason for delay,” Schultz v. Commerce First Fin., 24 F.3d 1023, 

1025 (8th Cir. 1994), the analysis should contemplate the ample evidence of 

Appellant’s impairments impacting his capacity for diligence. Alert to this factor, 

the Supreme Court found that Appellant “appears to have severe cognitive 

disabilities that lead him to rely entirely on his attorneys” and held that his 

“undoubt[ed] delay” due to the sustained appointment of conflicted counsel did not 

defeat the interests of justice requiring substitution of conflict-free counsel. 
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Christeson, 135 S. Ct. at 892, 895. After the Supreme Court excused appellant’s 

delay and appointed counsel to file a 60(b) motion, it would be discordant for this 

Court to find that timeframe unreasonable and, therefore, the resulting motion 

untimely. The Supreme Court recognized as much. See id. at 895 (“to obtain 

[60(b)] relief [Christeson] must demonstrate both the motion’s timeliness and, 

more significant here, that ‘extraordinary circumstances justify the reopening of a 

final judgment’”) (emphasis added) (internal quotation omitted).   

APPELLANT HAS DEMONSTRATED EXTRAORDINARY 
CIRCUMSTANCES TO JUSTIFY EQUITABLE TOLLING OF THE 
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND REOPENING OF THE 
JUDGMENT 

Rule 60(b) “is properly invoked where there are extraordinary 

circumstances, or where the judgment may work an extreme and undue hardship,’ 

and ‘should be liberally construed when substantial justice will thus be served.’” 

Mohammed v. Sullivan, 866 F.2d 258, 260 (8th Cir. 1989), quoting Matarese v. 

LeFevre, 801 F.2d 98, 106 (2d Cir. 1986) (omitting citations). “Subpart (6) 

‘confers broad discretion on the trial court to grant relief when appropriate to 

accomplish justice [and] it constitutes a grand reservoir of equitable power to do 

justice in a particular case.’” Marrero Pichardo v. Ashcroft, 374 F.3d 46, 55 (2d 

Cir. 2004) (reversing district court’s denial of motion for relief from judgment, 

explaining that “district court’s failure to reconsider [petitioner’s] order of 
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deportation once it was made aware of such an important fact, which in large part 

was due to incompetent lawyering, amounts to an abuse of discretion”), quoting 

Matarese, 801 F.2d at 106. 

For equitable tolling to apply to AEDPA’s statute of limitations, the litigant 

seeking it “bears the burden of establishing two elements: (1) that he has been 

pursuing his rights diligently and (2) that some extraordinary circumstances stood 

in his way.”  Pace v. DiGuglielmo, 544 U.S. 408, 418 (2005).  

In effect, the same “extraordinary circumstances” entitling him to reopen his 

case also establishes equitable tolling, a proposition recognized by all Circuits that 

have compared the two standards. See, e.g., Smith v. Johnson, 2001 WL 43520, at 

*3 (5th Cir. 2001); Tanner v. Yukins, 776 F.3d 434, 446 (6th Cir. 2015).   

 The Supreme Court in this case also suggested the two “extraordinary 

circumstance” inquiries are identical. Christeson, 135 S. Ct. at 895-96 (“To obtain 

[60(b)] relief [Christeson] must demonstrate . . . that “‘extraordinary 

circumstances’ justif[y] the reopening of a final judgment.” . . . That, in turn, will 

require [him] to show that he was entitled to the equitable tolling of AEDPA’s 

statute of limitations.”) (internal citations omitted); accord id. at 892 

(“Christeson’s only hope for securing review of the merits of his habeas claims 

was to file a [Rule 60(b)] motion . . . seeking to reopen final judgment on the 

ground that AEDPA’s statute of limitations should have been equitably tolled.”).   
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It is well established that attorney abandonment rises to the level of 

extraordinary circumstances.  See Christeson, 135 S.Ct. at 894, quoting Holland, 

560 U.S. at 651-52. (“Tolling based on counsel’s failure to satisfy AEDPA’s 

statute of limitations is available only for ‘serious instances of attorney 

misconduct.’”). As discussed infra, Mr. Christeson proffered substantial evidence 

in his 60(b) motion establishing prior counsel’s abandonment at the time their 

petition was due and their ongoing fraud to obscure the petition’s dismissal from 

their client. The State disputed these issues of material fact without providing any 

evidentiary support to counter Appellant. Yet the court refused to hold a hearing. 

This Court should hold that Appellant has established attorney misconduct 

satisfying the “extraordinary circumstances” requirement or remand to the district 

court for further development of evidence and rebuttal of the arguments raised by 

the State and conclusions in the district court’s order denying 60(b) relief.  

V. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should reverse the district court and 

grant the Rule 60(b) Motion or remand for an evidentiary hearing and order 

adequate resources for Appellant’s representation pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3599.  

Respectfully submitted,  
 

s/Jennifer A. Merrigan    s/Joseph J. Perkovich    
JENNIFER A. MERRIGAN   JOSEPH J. PERKOVICH 
MO Bar No. 56733    NY Bar No. 4481776 
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